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Abstract—Embedded systems are everywhere and require
trained engineers to design them. These require hardware/soft-
ware architectures with hardware units to implement specific
functions faster and more efficiently and in many cases multi-
processors to keep with the performance requirements. Teaching
and training students to design such complex embedded systems
on FPGA is fundamental, but a complex task. Traditionally,
designing multiprocessing hardware/software architecture for em-
bedded computing in FPGA was left for hardware engineers since
hardware design is a requirement. Software engineers typically
work only on top of already designed architectures. Courses
traditionally start by teaching hardware design, followed by hard-
ware/software design and maybe multiprocessor architectures.
This paper, proposes and presents a top-down teaching of embed-
ded architectures on FPGA. It starts by teaching microprocessor
based architectures, then hardware/software architectures using
core generators and high-Level synthesis tools, multiprocessor
architectures and only then students are left with the possibility
to design dedicated hardware for co-processing. This methodology
has brought students from informatics and computer science
to embedded systems design bringing all their knowledge on
informatics. Students that never thought about enrolling in a
hardware design course are now interested in learning how to
design dedicated hardware blocks.

I. INTRODUCTION

The embedded systems market is witnessing an exponential
increase in several application domains, like consumer elec-
tronics and telecommunications, with increasing rates around
40% [1]. 40 billion devices are expected in 2020 [2].

Embedded systems are growing not only in number but
also in functional complexity and design requirements. Con-
sequently, their hardware architectures are becoming more
complex integrating one or more processors, memories, hard-
ware accelerators and interface controllers in a single architec-
ture implemented in most cases as a System-on-Chip (SoC)
or Multiprocessor System-on-Chip (MPSoC). Not only the
platform architecture is growing in complexity but also the
embedded software with real-time software, operating systems
and parallel programming.

With the recent advances in reconfigurable computing, in
particular Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA), the design
space has increased since embedded system designers can
optimize the target hardware platform to cope with specific
requirements. Configurable processors integrated with dedi-
cated hardware helps improving the performance, area, power
consumption and design costs. FPGA vendors provide tools to

quickly configure a processor based embedded system. Thus,
students can design, implement and test complex systems in a
laboratory class.

Teaching modern embedded system design is therefore a
challenging task since it involves multidisciplinary subjects
including computer architecture concepts, reconfigurable com-
puting, programming, parallel programming, real-time design,
parallel architectures, hardware/software codesign, system-
level design, among others.

Traditionally, embedded systems courses have been de-
signed as either software-oriented or hardware-oriented.
Software-oriented courses focus on embedded programming,
driver development and operating systems. Most often, an
off-the-shelf development board with an embedded processor,
such as ARM or MIPS is used. In the hardware oriented
courses, custom design using hardware description languages
on FPGAs (Field-Programmable Gate Arrays) is usually the
main focus.

Students enrolling in a hardware oriented course start
with FPGA design using hardware description languages, like
VHDL or Verilog, followed by hardware/software codesign in
FPGA using one or more embedded processors and then are
left with the possibility to focus on embedded programming,
driver development, operating systems and parallel program-
ming. We designate this learning process as a bottom-up
oriented learning of embedded system design.

The bottom-up oriented learning methodology for embed-
ded system design limits the courses to students enrolled
in hardware engineering courses. Our goal is to open the
learning process of embedded system design to students from
informatics and computers. However, the bottom-up learning
process is not adequate for these students since at the beginning
they are not receptive to learn hardware design, the same way
hardware engineering students are not receptive to learn how
to program drivers or configure operating systems.

Therefore, we propose a top-down learning process where
students start learning how to design microprocessor based
architectures on FPGA, then hardware/software architectures
using core generators and high-Level synthesis tools, multi-
processor architectures and only then students are left with
the possibility to design dedicated hardware for co-processing.
This is possible using vendors tools for FPGA design that help
quickly configure a processor based architecture for embedded
systems without specific hardware knowledge, besides that



learned in any basic computer architecture class. Thus, at
the very beginning students can design, implement and test
complex systems without specific hardware design involving
detailed hardware concepts and languages.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next
section describes previous teaching methods and courses for
learning embedded system design. Section 3 describes the
details of the proposed course. Section 4 presents some results
on the last semester class. Finally, section 5 concludes the
paper.

II. RELATED WORK

How to teach embedded system design became a hot topic
with several discussions around teaching methodologies and
design platforms expressed in a number of papers published
in several conferences and journals, like IEEE Transactions on
Education and ACM Transactions on Embedded Computing
Systems.

Most teaching methods use platform FPGAs because these
permit to follow a complete design flow from specification
until implementation on the FPGA. Also, the reconfigurability
of FPGAs allows to explore different architectures for the same
application. In [3] the authors report the structure of a course
where students design hardware for embedded systems on
FPGA. In [4] an FPGA-based teaching framework is proposed.
The framework teach students how to emulate NoC-based
manycore systems and how to evaluate and explore their design
parameters.

A few other courses focus on developing co-processors
for designing embedded hardware with hardware accelerators.
In [5] a course for hardware/software codesign is proposed.
The course covers basic trade-offs in the design of custom
architectures and software. Students start with a C-language
description of an algorithm and design a hardware/software
architecture with a processor and a dedicated hardware ac-
celerator mapped on an FPGA. Hardware/software tradeoffs
are simulated before being implemented. Some courses teach
design flows based on SoC platforms with an embedded
processor and configurable hardware. In [6], students start with
self-chosen project and designing it in the SoC developing
custom hardware to integrate with the embedded processor.
Several hardware implementations are explored to achieve
different trade-offs between performance and area. In [7] a
similar approach is followed with an ARM processor. These
courses focuses mostly on the interface between hardware and
software and custom hardware design exploration.

Multiprocessing is the subject of several other courses
given the importance of multiprocessing for embedded com-
puting. In [8] a generic multiprocessing architecture is pro-
posed with easy integration of custom and/or predefined pe-
ripherals. The architecture allows students to explore hardware
and software issues associated with embedded systems and
learn advanced concepts in embedded multiprocessor systems.
Students also design dedicated hardware cores to integrated
with the embedded multiprocessor. In [9] a multi-core proces-
sor project with configurable processors is utilized as an intro-
ductory embedded systems design course. Students design and
implement a quad-core processor system on the Altera DE2
FPGA development board and propose a parallel technique to

map and manage algorithms on their own multi-core processor
system running on the DE2 board. Students are exposed to
many aspects of multiprocessing during the process and build
hardware/software codesign skills for embedded systems.

The design based on SoC platforms is a common subject
in several courses [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15]. These are
closely related to embedded design since embedded computing
platforms are the main core of embedded architectures. The
courses include topics on SoC platforms, where the design of
the architecture sits on top of a hardware platform allowing to
design hardware architectures fast and reliably. Hardware/soft-
ware design and hardware reuse are two other methodologies
included in some of these courses to improve productivity and
manage complexity. In general, these courses are oriented to
teaching design methodologies to design with SoC platforms.

Whether single or multiprocessor architectures, previous
courses assume that students must have some background
on hardware design and development to be able to design
hardware/software systems on FPGA. It does not have to be
this way, because they can learn how to design multiprocessing
hardware/software architectures using advanced design tools,
IP core libraries and High-Level synthesis tools before get into
the design of dedicated hardware using hardware description
languages and logic synthesis tools.

In this paper, we describe a course on embedded system
design that is being followed at Instituto Superior de Engen-
haria de Lisboa [16] with students both from informatics and
eletronics courses. The course follows the proposed top-down
learning approach and does not require advanced hardware
design knowledge.

III. COURSE DESCRIPTION

The objective of the course is to teach students to de-
sign multiprocessing hardware/software embedded systems on
FPGA. In the end of the course the students will be capable
to follow a hardware/software codesign flow at system-level.
They will be able to design the hardware architecture and the
software to run on top of the hardware architecture.

The course topics are distributed through 15 weeks of a
single semester. Each topic is covered in classes of 4h30m.
Students have lectures, lab tutorials and lab assignments. The
course assume that students have learned basic digital systems,
computer architecture and C programming. It does not require
any knowledge on VHDL, FPGA and associated design tools.
All learning material, including lecture slides, lab tutorials and
assignments, data sheets of target FPGA, user guides of design
tools and complementary material about any problems and or
projects are available to the student.

Topics covered in each week follow a top-down learning
methodology (see table I).

The course starts with the course overview and an intro-
duction to embedded systems including aspects related to the
applications, architectures and methodologies associated with
embedded systems. Different methodologies are explained,
namely platform based-design, hardware/software codesign
and design reuse. In this lecture, we provide a smooth de-
scription of design steps: allocation, partitioning, mapping and
scheduling. During lab tutorials and lab assignments, students



TABLE I. TOPICS OF THE COURSE

Week Topic Lab Assignment
1 Course overview. Introduction to

embedded systems. Design tasks
2 Embedded processors. uBlaze pro-

cessor
Install software tools

3 FPGA architecture
4 uBlaze processor: architecture and

configuration
Design simple processor-based ar-
chitecture

5 Software development for embed-
ded systems

Program a simple software applica-
tion

6 AXI interface. Connecting hard-
ware blocks to uBlaze

Add IP Core to basic architecture

7 Designing with cache and external
memory

Explore memory hierarchy trade-
offs with cache, local memory and
external memory

8 Lab Assignment - Software design
9 Design with IP cores. Generate IP

cores with function generator. Gen-
erator IP cores with high-level syn-
thesis tool

Generate and add custom IP cores

10 Hardware/software codesign. Pro-
filing. Interfacing hardware and
software

Profile software. Explore interfac-
ing trade-offs with different con-
nections, full AXI, lite AXI and
stream AXI

11 Lab Assignment - Hardware/soft-
ware design

12 Introduction to multiprocessing.
uBlaze multiprocessing

Design and debug simple multipro-
cessor architecture

13 Communication and synchroniza-
tion mechanisms for multiprocess-
ing

Explore different communication
methods for multiprocessing

14 Multiprocessing hardware/software Sharing IP cores with multiproces-
sors

15 Lab Assignment - Multiprocessor
hardware/software design

will have to manually allocate, partition, map and schedule the
application. No automatic tools will be used to help in these
steps.

In lecture 2, embedded processors are described: their
architectures and characteristics. The microBlaze (uBlaze)
processor from Xilinx to be used in laboratory is presented.
In lecture 3, we describe in detail the architecture of FPGAs.
Students must learn the basics of the target platform and how
logic is implemented. This allows them to interpret synthesis
reports and establish hardware/software tradeoffs during allo-
cation and partition. Emphasis will be given to the FPGA used
in the laboratory (Spartan-6).

Lecture 4 describes the uBlaze architecture in detail, in-
cluding the configurable modules, the interfaces, the instruc-
tion set and the performance and area occupation of the
uBlaze. It also starts with the first lab tutorial that consists
in the design of a very simple processor based architecture.
The architecture consists of one uBlaze with local memory, a
memory controller, an interface to serial communication (RS-
232) and the debug module.

Then, in lecture 5, students learn how to develop and run
software in the uBlaze and follow a second lab tutorial on the
subject. They learn about board support package and software
drivers design, libraries generation and libraries linkage and
program compilation.

Lecture 6 introduces the AXI interface and how to connect
blocks using AXI. The different types of AXI communica-
tion are explained along with their communication protocols.
Students must learn the signals of the AXI interface that are
required to cinnect any peripheral to the system, including

custom IP cores. In a lab tutorial, students learns how to add an
IP core from the library of IP cores to the embedded system.
They will also learn how device drivers are generated and
linked to software.

Lecture 7 explains in detail the memory hierarchy of an
embedded system and the trade-offs involved in its design. The
memory hierarchy consists of data and instruction cache, local
memory, shared memory and external memory. They will learn
the differences in memory access delays for different types of
memory and the influence of different cache configurations in
the final execution time of the application. The topic is covered
in a lab tutorial where students design several architectures
with different configurations of the memory hierarchy to
compare the solutions in terms of performance and area.

Lecture 8 introduces the first lab assignment, to be ex-
plained in the next section.

Lecture 9 is about generating and adding IP cores to
the architecture: (1) Design with IP cores from library; (2)
Generate IP cores with function generator [17]; (3) Generate
IP cores with high-level synthesis tools. A lab tutorial will
help students to follow the process flow to generate and add
custom IP cores.

Lecture 10 introduces hardware/software codesign, soft-
ware profiling, partition and hardware/software interfacing.
Students learn the tradeoffs involved when an application
is partitioned between hardware and software, namely com-
munication times versus hardware acceleration. This lecture
only explains how to communicate and synchronize between
hardware and software. With these new topics on hardware/-
software codesign, students start the second lab assignment on
hardware/software codesign in lecture 11.

Lectures 12 and 13 introduce multiprocessing on FPGA
with basic concepts of multiprocessing, communication and
synchronization mechanisms. Different communication meth-
ods (shared memory, mailbox, dedicated links and Network-
on-Chip (NoC)) are illustrated in practice with a lab tutorial.
The NoC structure is given to the students as a configurable
IP core. Students will learn the tradeoffs involved in multipro-
cessing versus core acceleration, that is, to decide when to use
multiprocessing instead of core acceleration and vice-versa.

Lecture 14 extends multiprocessing with shared IP cores.
The students learn the tradeoffs when using a shared IP core,
how to synchronize the accesses to the IP core and how
to mix requests from different processors. Finally, lecture
15 introduces the last lab assignment for the design of a
multiprocessor hardware/software architecture.

In all lab tutorials, students are able to explore the design
space of the architecture, design architectures with different
configurations of the memory hierarchy, with hardware and
software, with multiple processors and with different com-
munication mechanisms without requiring dedicated hardware
design. However, students are left with open possibilities of
system improvement by using dedicated hardware for specific
tasks.

A. Hardware Platform and Tools

The course adopted an Atlys board with a Spartan-6 FPGA
(XC6SLX45-3CSG324) (see figure 1 [18]).
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Overview 
 
The Atlys circuit board is a complete, 
ready-to-use digital circuit development 
platform based on a Xilinx Spartan-6 LX45 
FPGA, speed grade -3. The large FPGA 
and on-board collection of high-end 
peripherals including Gbit Ethernet, HDMI 
Video, 128MByte 16-bit DDR2 memory, 
and USB and audio ports make the Atlys 
board an ideal host for a wide range of 
digital systems, including embedded 
processor designs based on Xilinx’s 
MicroBlaze. Atlys is compatible with all 
Xilinx CAD tools, including ChipScope, 
EDK, and the free ISE WebPack™, so 
designs can be completed at no extra 
cost. 
 
The Spartan-6 LX45 is optimized for high-
performance logic and offers: 
 

 6,822 slices, each containing four 6-
input LUTs and eight flip-flops 

 2.1Mbits of fast block RAM 

 four clock tiles (eight DCMs & four 
PLLs) 

 six phase-locked loops 

 58 DSP slices 

 500MHz+ clock speeds 
 
The Atlys board includes Digilent's newest 
Adept USB2 system, which offers device 
programming, real-time power supply 
monitoring, automated board tests, virtual 
I/O, and simplified user-data transfer 
facilities. 
 
A comprehensive collection of board 
support IP and reference designs, and a 
large collection of add-on boards are 
available on the Digilent website. See the 
Atlys page at www.digilentinc.com for 
more information. 
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Fig. 1. Atlys board adopted for the course

The board has 128 MBytes of DDR2, 16 MBytes of
Flash and several I/O interfaces, including USB-UART for
serial communication, 10/100/1000 Ethernet, 2 HDMI in and
2 HDMI out, AC97 codec, audio line-in and line-out. This
variety of interfaces allow students to design complete SoC
solutions with many interface options. All interface controllers
are available to the student in the form of an IP core.

The embedded processor is the uBlaze from Xilinx. Using
uBlaze has several advantages over other embedded processors
since all tools from Xilinx for embedded design development
integrates the uBlaze allowing the easy development of sys-
tems with this processor. Also, its design is optimized for Xil-
inx FPGAs, permiting to design architectures with acceptable
operating frequencies with reduced FPGA resources.

The students use the Embedded Design Kit (EDK) from
Xilinx to design embedded systems on FPGA. EDK follows a
hardware/software design flow integrating a hardware design
flow with a software design flow (see figure 2).

The EDK environment is used to configure and automat-
ically generate the hardware architecture. The architecture is
designed with cores from the IP core library, cores generated
with the function generator and cores generated with the high-
level synthesis tool. It generates a netlist of the hardware
and export it to the hardware design flow. The hardware
flow generates a bitstream for FPGA configuration using the
Integrated Synthesis Environment (ISE) tool from Xilinx. EDK
also generates a board support package for the generated ar-
chitecture and automatically generates the associated libraries.
The libraries are sent to the software design flow implemented
with the software development kit (SDK) environment. In
SDK, students program their applications, link them with
exported libraries and generate the executable (ELF).

The EDK tool comes with a library of configurable IP cores
that were extended with a set of custom cores for peripheral
interface and function generators. This set of tools associated
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Fig. 2. Hardware/software codesign flow

with a reconfigurable platform allow students to easily and
quickly design advanced hardware/software architectures. With
the debug module integrated with the uBlaze, single and
multiprocessing architectures can be debugged just like a
normal software application.

Two tool sets are needed to run the LAB: ISE and Vivado
Design tools from Xilinx. Note that Vivado is downloaded only
for its High Level Synthesis (HLS) tool, which is independent
of the Vivado framework for FPGA design implementation. In
all the flows, ISE System Edition is used for implementation,
since Vivado does not support the Spartan-6 device. ISE
includes EDk, SDK and hardware synthesis tool required to
synthesize the system.

Even though Vivado HLS requires specifying which FPGA
is targeted, its output is device-independent, and therefore, can
be used for our Spartan-6 FPGA. So, dedicated hardware is
design with Vivado HLS and the resulting VHDL is exported
to ISE.

Recently, the HLx edition in Vivado 2015.4 already sup-
ports Spartan-6. Soon, we will migrate to this version.



B. Lab Tutorials

Lab tutorials are important for students to get familiar with
all tools and to easily put on practice and test all concepts
learned in the first half of the lectures. The course has a lab
tutorial associated with all new subjects:

• LAB1 - Install software tools on their own computers.
Students must explore each new subject at home to
get familiar with the concepts and acquire experience
on using them in practice. Therefore, they install all
necessary tools and can ask for a board when not in
a class;

• LAB2 - Implement a very simple architecture with a
uBlaze, local memory, external memory and a serial
interface - UART. A simple memory test is done using
the UART as stdio. The application is given to the
student. This lab tutorial will help students to learn
the basics of the design environment and provide them
with the first hardware/software architecture;

• LAB3 - Using the same architecture, students imple-
ment their own software with a very simple application
that once again prints the output through the UART.
They learn of software drivers work;

• LAB4 - Add an IP core to the basic architecture
and use the software driver to communicate with the
peripheral. A set of switches and leds are used as
peripherals. The hardware interface is obtained from
the IP core library;

• LAB5 - Explore memory hierarchy tradeoffs with
cache, local memory and external memory. A simple
program (matrix multiplication) is used to test differ-
ent configurations of the memory hierarchy. Students
examine the differences in performance when using
local memory versus external memory, cache versus
no cache. Cached instructions or cached data. Com-
piler optimizations, etc. All designs are compared in
terms of performance using a hardware timer to be
integrated in the architecture;

• LAB6 - Generate and add IP cores. In LAB4, a pair
of very simple peripheral interface were added to the
architecture. In this lab tutorial, students generate and
add IP cores to the architecture using an IP core
from the library of cores, (2) an IP core from the
function generator; (3) and an IP core generated with
a high-level synthesis tool [19]. A lab tutorial will
help students to generate and add custom IP cores.
Two examples were considered in the lab tutorial: Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) and a polynomial function.
The FFT will be generated from the IP cores library
and from the HLS tool. The polynomial function will
be generated with the function generator and with the
HLS tool also. These will permit students to compare
the effort required in both hardware design approaches
and to also compare the generated solutions in terms
of performance and area;

• LAB7 - Learn how to profile the code using a
timer and the profiling tools of EDK. Explore differ-
ent communication structures between the processor

and the hardware block. Point-to-point connections
from streaming communication are compared with
bus based communications in terms of performance.
Students are given with simple C algorithm. Then,
they have to profile the code to identify the most
computational parts of the code. An IP core is given
to the students and they have to connect it to the
system using different communication mechanisms:
shared memory through a bus and point-to-point com-
munication with and without FIFO;

• LAB8 - Design an architecture with two processors
accessing external memory through the same bus to
access common data and program code. Students learn
how to start execution of both processors and how to
debug with several processors;

• LAB9 - Explore different communication methods
for multiprocessing. Direct point-to-point communi-
cations, bus-based communications using a shared
memory or a mailbox. Synchronization mechanisms
with semaphores and shared variables are also tested.
Students are given a C program to run on two parallel
processors that requires communication and synchro-
nization between them. All architectures are compared
in terms of performance and area;

• LAB10 - Sharing IP cores with multiprocessors: mem-
ories and dedicated hardware cores. The students
initially generate the multiprocessing architecture with
a dedicated core for each processor. Then, design the
multiprocessing architecture with a single accelerator.
The performance and area results are compared and
analyzed.

In all lab tutorials, students are able to explore the design
space of the architecture, design architectures with different
configurations of the memory hierarchy, with hardware and
software, with multiple processors and with different com-
munication mechanisms without requiring dedicated hardware
design. However, students are left with open possibilities of
system improvement by using dedicated hardware for specific
tasks. Tutorials are also important to provide the student
with all the background necessary to successfully do the lab
assignments.

C. Lab Assignments

The students have to finish three lab assignments during the
course. Instead of three separate works, we decided to propose
three works associated with a unique application or algorithm.
Initially, we provide a list of algorithms and the student must
choose one of them.

Examples of algorithms were matrix multiplication, fractal
generation, image processing algorithms, Monte Carlo method,
etc. All algorithms can be speeded-up with dedicated hardware
and with multiprocessing. Also, the input and output data must
go through the available interfaces of the board.

Each lab assignment corresponds to one important archi-
tecture configuration:

• WORK 1 - In the first lab assignment the student
must implement the algorithm in a single processor



architecture. Several design options must be explored:
memory hierarchy (with or without data and/or in-
struction cache, which data and/or code go to external
memory, size of internal memory, uBlaze configura-
tion (area, speed, floating-point unit, multiplier), code
optimization, etc). Metrics include area and perfor-
mance. The system must be scalable and able to
accommodate different sizes of the problem. Students
must present their results;

• WORK 2 - The second lab assignment uses the same
algorithm but this time a hardware/software architec-
ture must be considered. The student must profile
the code, identify the most computation demanding
sections and implement them in hardware. Since the
student may not have any background on hardware
design, he may use IP cores from the available library,
the function generator provided by the professor and
also the HLS tool from Xilinx. This is a very important
aspect of the work where the student understands the
importance to design dedicated hardware to improve
its solution. The student must explore different com-
munication mechanisms and different hardware/soft-
ware partitions. The final results must be compared
with the results from the architecture generated in
WORK 1. Students must present their results;

• WORK 3 - The last lab assignment is to implement
the algorithm in a multiprocessing platform. The stu-
dents must consider at least four processors and the
dedicated hardware developed in WORK2. They must
explore the design of the communication structure,
the synchronization method and the number of co-
processor modules. The performance and area results
mus be compared with architectures obtained in the
first two works..

After finishing the three works, the student must write a
complete report about the three developed architectures. All
architectures must run correctly in the FPGA platform. A
bonus is given to the student with the best architecture in terms
of performance and/or area.

After completing the three works, students are assessed
with a final practical exam where they must develop a complete
architecture for a specific algorithm. The final mark depends
on the complexity of the architecture.

This method for work assignment permits students to focus
on specific problems of each type of architecture: single
processor, hardware/software, multiprocessing. Using the same
algorithm in all works allows to easily compare different
implementations of the algorithm. Using tools in WORK 2
to automatically generate the hardware for simple functions
gives students more time to dedicate to important aspects of
hardware/software codesign, like hardware/software partition,
interface, communication and synchronization.

IV. COURSE EVALUATION

In the end of the course, students are requested to give
their feedback about the course. Several aspects are evaluated:
set of topics, course organization, learning process, work
assignments and learning outcomes.

In terms of the set of topics, students considered that all
topics are important in the context of embedded design. Mul-
tiprocessing was one of their favorite topics. They considered
the course to be well organized, stressing the importance of
the LAB tutorials to learn the new subjects. This has improved
the learning process since everything can be tested in practice
in short time.

The work assignments organized as a big project divided
in three parts was also considered a very good methodology
since it clearly drives the students through a development path
in the design of several different architectures for the same
problem which emphasizes the advantages and disadvantages
of each architecture.

Hardware design using the function generator and the high-
level synthesis tool was considered to be very important but
difficult to learn. Some concepts and models associated with
the HLS tool are new to some of the students and therefore
need a higher effort to completely understand them. In the next
year, we plan to spend more time with the high-level synthesis
tools. These tools are fundamental for the success of the
top-down learning approach and therefore must be constantly
improved and well integrated in the design flow.

Finally, students mentioned that the course gave them a
strong background for embedded system design and would
like to learn extra topics, like using an operating system
in the developed architectures, interfacing with high speed
serial communications, like Ethernet, and finally the design
of dedicated hardware using hardware description languages.
This last is very important, since students from informatics
become interested in learning hardware design. Some of the
students already enrolled in a hardware systems design course.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have described the top-down teaching
methodology we are using to teach students without a strong
background or no background at all on hardware design.

The methodology uses FPGAs and vendor tools to design
multiprocessing hardware/software architectures without ini-
tial requirements on dedicated hardware design. The course
gives students the skills to design these systems, from simple
software base architectures to more complex multiprocessing
architectures with or without dedicated hardware.

The feedback about the course shows that it is possible
to teach embedded system design on FPGAs to informatics
students opening it to other engineering communities other
than hardware engineering.

We are now applying the methodology to teach embedded
system design with SoC FPGAs. SoC FPGAs are natural plat-
forms for embedded system design and facilitates the proposed
top-down teaching methodology since the embedded hard
processors of SoC FPGAs can work autonomously without
any hardware reconfiguration.
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